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GAPS IN COMMUNICATION 

VE in India has yet to  gain considerable momentum as we are still far astern of the 
developments and achievements in certain other countries, notably the USA and Japan. 
Though much good work is being done in our country, albeit in limited fields only, we are 
still suffzring from the age-old roadblock, namely the "communication gap". One such 
example has recently come to our notice; it was through the Value Digest (Sept. '78 edition) 
published by Tufty Communications Inc , USA that we became aware of one Shri T. J. 
Dhabhar of the Tata Power Co. Ltd , Bombay who, keenly enthusiastic to  develop VE and 
its benefits in India, has started a publication by the name of "Creati VEnture". The journal 
has, among its aims, the promotion "of the systematic approach of Value Engineering" and 
to  pubiicise the benefits accruing from value engineering and creative thinking. We in 
INVEST welcome this effort as a laudable attempt t o  progress lNVEST objectives. At the 
same time, it shows us how much we have to make up by way of better communications. 
Even Value practitioners in Bombay did not know of Shri Dhabhar and his active effart to  
propagate VE. Now that INVEST and INVAVE are in existence, we hope that they will 
effectively serve as a comnlon ground for VA/VE news and practitioners to come together for 
all-round benefit. To  this end, we invite INVAVE readers and INVEST members to  spread 
the message and assist in increasing total VE awareness aud knowledge in the country. 

We make a start in this issue with the first few actual case studies and spectacular 
results therefrom. VE spxialists as well as students should however bear in mind that every 
VE study does not necessarily produce stunning results; there could be several cases which 
one would like, honestly, to  treat as failures-in a purely financial sense. But then, no full- 
fledged VE study is ever a total failure when we consider 

the opening up of minds of our executives 

Q a new willingness to be creative 
a readiness to  look at  their own designs and products from a totally different 
angle and more than all, 
an acceptance that there IS room for greater value being found in areas where 
unnecessary cost was least suspected- 

all of which invariably strike the minds of VE Team Members. To put it in the words of the 
Joint General Manager of a leading R and D establishment in the country-- 

"The Value Engineering workshop has been useful in educating our Research 
Engineers in the methodology of this new concept. I feel that an exposure of our Research 
engineers to this concept is in itself an achievement of the Value Engineering Workshop." 

Such being the case, INVAVE invites more case studies from readers even if the 
benefits-financial or otherwise-do not look massive or impressive. Let us, in true VE style, 
overcome our fears, our inhibitions and our attitude to ridicule and assess the true merits of a 
systematic effort both to share the successes as well as to  receive suggestions t o  avoid errors 
or overcome problems. Every progressive activity of man, ever since he appeared on this 
planet a millon years ago, has developed on these lines and Value Engineering i s  no exception. 

Come then, let us each put forward a "small step for man" in order to make possible 
"a giant leap for mankind" (with apologies to  US spaceman Neil Armstrong ! ) 



Publicity for VE 
If VE is to become a regular part of all our industrial and business activities, it has 

not only to achieve, but also to advertise its successes, methods and specialists. One of the 
objects of INVEST is to do just that. Elsewhere in this issue, we have covered in detail the 
first ever VE Exhibition held in India. But, even earlier, we had made a beginning by 
making the media-particularily the Forum of Economic Journalists-aware of VA/VE, INVEST 
and INVA'JE. The response, considering that it is only a beginning, has been encouraging 
indeed. The story that follows reproduces verbatim some of the press reports that have 
come to our notice so far. 

Economic Times-(New Delhi and Calcutta)-Dec. 9, 1978. 

"President of INVEST 

Mr. Asbok Kumar Sethi, Managing Director, Sara Technical Services Pvt. Ltd. (New 
Delhi) has been elected the President of the Indian Value Enginnering Society 
(INVEST). Just one year old, the society was formed in October 1977 by a group of 
value engineering practitioners and enthusiasts drawn from different parts of the 
country and working for organisations such as TELCO, the SAIL, the Indian Armed 
Forces, the Bombay Productivity Council etc. The Society is also bringing out a 
magazine called "Jnvave", the inaugural issue of which was released recently. The 
Secretary of INVEST is Mr. S S. Venkataramanan." 

On January 12, 1979, the prestigious Association of Indian Engineering Industry 
(Northern Region) held a one-day VE seminar for Directors, Gen Managers and the top 
men of their member-companies numbering over 1300 all over India and especially for the 
246 members in the Northern region. The 8-hour, day long seminar was held at the Claridges 
Hotel and attracted 50 participants, thanks to the dynamism of its organiser, Mr. Gurpreet 
Singh, Managing Director, Continental Device (I) Ltd., N. Delhi and the active support of 
AIEI Chairman, Mr. W.N. Talwar, Number one of Payen-Talbros On the faculty were Mr. 
Ashok Kr. Sethi, CVS, Mr. S . S .  Venkataramanan, CVS, and Mr. Prem Vrat of IIT, New Delhi. 
Brig. B. J. Shahaney, Director-General, Technical Development, Govt. of India, inaugurated 
the Seminar. 

1 Next day-Jan. 13, 1979, the Financial Express published their report : 

"Govt. aims to sustain rate of growth 

Inaugurating a workshop on value engineering, Brig Shahaney said the Government's 
liberal import policies did contribute to controlling prices and subsequently inflation. 

Referring to the list of items barred for foreign collaboration announced recently, he 
said certain sectors might still be exempted if it was found necessary. 



"Bring Shahaney stressed the need for popularising the concept of value engineering 
and analysis. He called upon the participants to make efforts to reduce the cost of 
production through application of value analysis. 

The one-day workshop was oaganised by the Association of Indian Engineering 
Indusrry (Northern Region). 

Welcoming delegates, the Chairman of the Association Mr. W.N. Talwar said the 
objectives of the workshop were two fold to create an awareness of the need for value 
engineering in industry and to identify specific areas for its implementation. 

Mr. Talwar regreted that the application of value engineering in the country was 
negligible and its potential still remained untapped. A timely application of value 
engineering methods would have saved a large number of units from falling sick." 

On February 10, 1979, the Central Minister of Steel and Mines, Shri Biju Patnaik, 
inagurated a 3-day seminar on the bullock cart at  the Regional Engineering College, Rourkela 
a programme funded by the University Grants Commision and the Government of Orissa. 
I t  is note worthy that the Hon. Minister, an ace pilot, has equally well appreciated the place 
of the humble bullock cart in national life. 

An active participant at  this seminar was the irrepressible Prof. N.S. Ramaswamy, 
leader of the unorganised and unrecognised (as yet) trade union for India's 80 million work 
animals, who live and die for man, with not a gherao or strike, but contributing over 25000 
MEGA WATTS of bio-power from bovine muscles. True to his all-round attack on 
man's cruelty t o  animals and equally for prosperity to the poor in the land, the IIM 
(Bangalore) and former NITIE, Bombay, Director leaves no stone unturncd in his crusade 
for man and beast. He organised a 5-day VE Workshop on the bullock cart in March 1978 
at  his Institute but more about that in the next issue. 

Following the Hon. Minister's inaguration, several useful proposals were put forward 
by the 40 participants a t  the seminar-among them by Shri S. S. Venkataramanan, INVEST 
Secretary and INVAVE Editor. Calcutta's BUSINESS STANDARD, in their Feb. 13, 1979 
edition, released this story based on a UNI press coverage. 

"SAIL Adopts Value Engineering 

Rourkeela Feb, 12-Steel Authority of India Ltd., is the first among all public 
sector undertakings in the country to  have impkmented value engineering techniques 
in all ways as full time corporate effort and extending the same to each of its plants 
and units, it was disclosed at a seminar held at the Regional Engineering College 
here last week, reports UNI. 

SAIL'S value engineer, Mr. S.S. Venkataramanan, said out of 17 projects taken up, 
cost effective proposals resulting from value engineering studies made by teams of 
experts had been accepted in respect of eight and taken up for implementation. This 
would result in costs coming down by over Rs. one crore while simultaneously improv- 
ing functional performance. There was open-minded response and great enthusiasm 
among SAIL executives to the adopting of value engineering as a regular activity and 
good results were due mainly to their experience and creativity, he added. 



"Mr. Venkataramanan explained how SAIL had applied value engineering to bullock 
cart as well, 

Following a five-day, workshop held last year with the active support of the Director 
of IIM, Bangalore, a dozen experts t'rom various disciplines and organisations car- 
ried out a value engineering study. Seven alternate concepts for redesigning bullock 
carts were evolved with expected benefit of trebling the annual earning per cart 
and only marginal increase in unit costs, he added. 

Prof. N.S. Ramaswamy, Director, IIM said some of these designs were now being 
developed for building prototypes and field use. Large scale production would be 
considered later for nationwide use, he added." 

Much earlier, in May 1970, a Bombay organisation, the Modern Management 
Counsel organised a one-week value engineering project with two British specialists on the 
faculty. The Economic Times-a paper that has consistently encouraged more and more 
VE activity in the country -covered the event in fair detail, in their edition of May 27, 1970. 

"Value Engineering Project to cut costs 
By A Staff Reporter 

A total of Rs. 2 million will be saved by 36 participants from 21 Indian companies 
who took part in a one week "value engineering project" to cut down costs, 
sponsored by the Modern Management Counsel. The project was conducted by 
Mr. Howard Leslie and Mr. Arthur I .  Garratt of Value Engineering Ltd., London, 
who have specially come down to  India for the purpose. 

Speaking t o  newsmen here today, Mr. Leslie said that 20 to 60 per cent of the 
material cost of a product could be reduced by the application of the technique. 

I t  was introduced in 1947 by the General Electric Company which has saved $ 200 
million over a 17-year period through it. Dunlop has saved & 1.5 million in the U.K. 

' ' ' by thk use of the same rhethbd, iufrile Rolls Royce has not only &ved 15 per cent of 
the cost of its engines but has improved the quality and reliability of the product. 

The U.S. Defence Department also insists that value analysis be applied to every 
contract in excess of $100.(100. 

The technique enables one to  detect unnecessary costs in a product or  seruice and 
provides the tools for reduction of these costs. It is based on a study of function, 
and results either in more functions for the same costs or the same function for less 
costs." 

I t  is possible that INVAVE readers have come across more such publicity for VE in 
different news media all over the country. INVAVE invites them to send clippings for 
publication in forthcoming issues. 



Value Engineering 
Exhibition in New Delhi 

On Sunday, March 4, 1979, the 
Indian Value Engineering Society successfully 
organised a day-long Exhibition at the India 
International Centre, 40, Lodi Estate, New 
Delhi-a prestigious venue for many national 
and international events of all kinds. A 
Sunday was chosen specially to enable many 
people from Government as well as Industry 
to study the exhibits at leisure and understand 
how Value Engineering had contributed in a 
big way to substantial cost-and-functional 
benefit s. 

Shri Mantosh Sondhi, Union Secretary 
for Steel and Mines, Government of India 
declared the exhibition open. Among the 
many distinguished visitors during the day 
were : Union Secretary for Defence Produc- 
tion-Shri M. Menezes, senior staff of the 
Indian Navy-Vice Admiral Parkash and Rear 

Shri M. Sondhi & Admiral Parkash arriving 
to inaugurate the Exhibition. INVEST President, 

Ashok Kr. Sethi is just bebind. 
Admiral Bhandari, the Chairman, Wagons 
India ~ t d . ,  New Delhi-Shri V. C. paranjape, and the Chairman, ALIMCO, Kaapur, 
Dr. B. Sankaran. Others included professors of educational institutions, engineering industries 
and defence personnel. 

Shri Sondhi spent nearly two hours going around the Exhibition when each of the 
participating departments/organisations took pains to explain the salient features of the study 
and how exactly the higher-value alternatives were developed. Several of the visitors put 
intricate questions before agreeing with the validity of the Value Engineering Systematic 
Approach. 

Writing in the visitors' book kept in the Exhibition, Mr. Sondhi observed : 

"Value Engineering is a concept which has so far been neglected, but which has 
tremendous opportunity and must be encouraged in the design of our industrial 
products. " 

Shri Menezes examined the Army, Navy and SAIL exhibits in detail;, while Commo- 
dore Chandra and Lt. Col. Garga convincingly explained how the Defence Forces in India 



A view of some of the exhibits 

had together saved over Rs. 5 crores since 197 1 ,  when the Indian Army had established a 
small VE cell. In the last 7-8 years, the cell had grown to a strength of five full-time offjcers 
headed by a Brigadier, securing benefits to the tune of Rs. 3.6 crores for the Army alone. 
Commodore Chandra indicated that Value Engineering in the Navy and Air Force were of 
nlore recent origin and encouraging results had been obtained on several items-two of which 
were on display in the exhibition. Vice-Admiral Parkash appreciated the good work done 
and felt sure that the value engineering applications and benefits will grow in future. 

THE EXHIBITS included several items of "BEFORE" and "AFTER" hardware as 
well as dozens of charts/drawings/photographs from- 

The Indian Railways, 
SAIL (especially the Durgapur and Bokaro Steel plants), 
The Indian Army, 
The Indian Navy, 
Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (especially the Bhopal unit,', 
Mining And Allied Machinery Corporation, Durgapur, 
Walchand Industries Ltd., Walchandnagar, 
Cooper Engineering Ltd., Satara, 
Bharat Forge Co. Ltd., Pune and 

Sara Technical Services, N. Delhi-Consultants in Production, Value and Appea- 
rance Engineering. 

Two value-engineered projects were displa~7ed by the Indian Navy. One was an 
Automatic Emergency Lantern (AEL). The basic function of AEL is to provide subdued 
illumination in case of power breakdown on board a ship. Application of VE techniques 
resulted not only in reduction of components but the emergence of a new value engineered 



AEL with additional features to yield better value for money. Use of solid state techniques, 
regrouping of components, provision of a battery with superior characterstics etc , ultimately 
led to reduction in cost of the order 30% and in weight by 40%, besides improved reliability, 
maintainability and added facilities to  meet other functional requirements. 

Another project related to  switches c f  various types used on board ships. The 
existing special switches incorporate over 50 components manufactured as per naval specifica- 
tions. The VE recommendations have proposed to  use standard "type-approved" rotary 
switches. This exercise which is still in progress, will lead to a simplified design, standardi- 
sation, improved reliability and maintainability besides cost reduction of 309/, t o  70% depen- 
ding upon the type of switch. 

INVAVE have requested each of the participating organisations t o  contribute 
detailed articles on their successful results, in forthcoming issues. The first two of these 
appear in this issue-one relating to the Army and the other to  the Bokaro Steel Plant of 
SAIL. Lt CoI. Garga, a full-time Value Engineer in the Army's VE division, assisted by 
Major C. P. Sharma, personally supervised the presentation of their two exhibits-the Fire 
Extinguishers and Voltage Stabiliser-while the Bokaro drawings of their Water Treatment 
Plant were explained by SATL's Value Engineer, S. S Venkataramrtnan on behalf of the fine 
team who did the good work ! 

Shri S. S. Venkataramanan exr71aming one o f  the SAIL Exhibits 
(More pictures of the Exhibition in next issue) 



Value Engineering in the Indian Army 
Lt.  Col. K. C. Garga 

Introduction 

In India, the Army was the first scrvicc to formaliy introduce Value Enginetring in 
the Armed Forces, with the establishment, in  Jan 71, of a Value Engineering Study Group 
(VESG) at  Army Headquarters under a Convenor. This was a very small organisation with 
only one officer and one stenographer. Its scope of studies was limited to only electronic 
equipment, Generators, Charging Engines and a few items of General Stores. Later in 
Apr 77, encouraged by the results achieved, it was expanded into a full-fledged Deputy . 
Directorate of Value Engineering with increased establishment. Its scope was enlarged to  
include Vehicles, Weapons System, Engineer and General Stores. The new organisation has 
been able to identify large areas of VE potential in the Studies being conducted by it and 
substantial savings have been achieved. As more and more Public and Private Sector 
Undertakings get involved with Value Engineering of the products being developed and 
manufactured by them for the Army, it is expected that the awareness of the tremendous 
benefits of Value Engineering will be realised by these undertakings and then, with their fullest 
cooperation, we should be able to achieve still better results. 

Cost Prevention and Cost Reduction 

VE Teams can look into two essential aspects of Value Engineering, viz Cost 
Prevention and Cost Reduction. Cost Prevention, as the name implies, is intended to 
prevent unnecessary costs from getting into the equipment by keeping a check on 
over-specifications. This is achieved by reviewing the design specifications of futuristic 
equipment and identifying the 'extra fat' included in the specifications. This type of 
effort can usually net substantial savings at minimum cost as can be seen from the graph 
shown in Figure 1. 

Cost Reduction on the other hand, is achieved by carrying out VE studies on those 
equipment which are already in various stages of development and or production and have 
assumed some physical shape and, therefore, their components, sub-assemblies and processes 
of manufacture can be analysed and areas of unnecssary costs detected by applying the 
syStematic techniques of Value Engineering. 

Setting up and Functioning of VE Study Groups 

VE Studies may be carried out 'in house'or by 'external' VE Study Groups. 'In-house' 
VE is carried out entirely under the control of the Development Agency/Production Agency 
(DA/PA) with the expert advice of a qualified Value Engineer who may be from their own 
organisation or arranged from outside. Tllis type of VE may not be a very formalised affair 



COST REDUCTION POTENTIAL 

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT DESIGN MANUFACTURE USE 

FIGURE 1 

COST VS TIME GRAPH TO SHOW COST REDUCTION POTENTIAL AND 
COST TO CHANGE DURING VARIOUS PHASES OF A PRODUCT 



and may work on an ad-hoc basis. The savings achieved by it are generally not easily 
discernible to the 'user' since these savings are not reflected as such in the prices. What the 
'user' gets is the quotation for the equipment he intends ordering for production. He does 
not know whether these are the normal quotations or whether these have been 'Value 
Engineered.' 

The 'external' VE on the other hand is carried out formally by the VE Study Group 
composed of the representatives from the DA/PA, User, Inspection and Maintenance Agencies 
working under the overall guidance of a Value Specialist who acts as a catalyst throughout 
the value study and especially for idea generation during the brain-storming session organised 
by it for finding out suitable alternatives. The discussions during such sessions are 
free and frank and the results achieved by it are generally much better than those of 
'in-house' VE. 

Success of a VE Program 

The success of a VE program depends to a large extent on the willing cooperation 
extended to the Value Specialist by all the members of the VESG. They should be made 
fully aware of the tremendous benefits of Value Engineering. Some of the factors that 
contribute towards greater cooperation to achieve success of VE program are :- 

(a) Timely submission of cost data by DA/PA to the VE Team so that ABC analysis 
could be carried out by the team to find out areas of high VE potential. 

(b) Accuracy of the cost data so that real cost benefits could be felt by the 'user.' 

(c) Holding of the VESG Meetings in accordance with the time Schedule worked 
out by the Value Specialist and not delaying it on some pretext or the other. 

(d) Active participation of all the members of the VESG in the brain storming 
sessions held to find out suitable alternatives which are cost effective and have 
greatest value. 

(e) Speedy development and evaluation of the Value Engineered product so that 
in case it is found succesful and acceptable to the 'user', it could be introduced 
into service at  the earliest. 

(f) Expeditious implementation of the proposal once it has been accepted 
after successful evaluation so that maximum savings are achieved in the shortest 
time. 

Typical Case Examples where Savings have been Achieved 

Some of the typical examples where savings have been achieved as a result of Value 
Engineering studies earried out by the Army are given in the succeeding paragraphs :- 

Provision of Thioner Lids for Degchis-Degchis which are used for cooking food 
are provided with lids. Since the wear and tear due to cooking is more on the degchi than 
on the lid, there is no need to provide the lid also of the same thickness as that of the degchi. 
It was, therefore, recommended that the gauge of the lid be reduced. This has been accepted 
and implemented. 



Replacement of a Protection Plate of an Equipment by Moulded Rubber Plate-A 
protection plate for the protection of power-plug pins on an equipment during transit was 
being provided at  a unit cost of Rs. 301-. After VE, the same function "prevent damage" is 
now being performed by a moulded rubber plug costing Rs. 11- only. 

Replacement of the Voltage Stabiliser from a Radio set-Voltage Stabilisers were 
being provided with the three versions of a military radio set viz tank, truck and ground. 
The stabiliser performed dual functions of "stabilise voltage" and "vary voltage" as required 
for the functioning of the Radio Set. The power source for the tank version is the tank 
dynamo. As the dynamo voltage varies, there is need to stabilise this voltage before it is fed 
to  the radio set. Provision of a voltage stabiliser for the tank version was, therefore, necessary. 
The other two versions of. the radio set are, however, powered by Lead Acid Secondary 
batteries which have stable voltage. There is, therefore, no need to provide voltage stabilisers 
with these radio sets. Voltage stabilisers costing over Rs. 2300 each were thus replaced by 
Back Plate Assemblies which provided the necessary voltage for the actual operation of the 
radio set and cost only approximately Rs. 700 thus achieving considerable savings. 

Use of FRP Casing In place of Aluminium Casing-?here is generally a tendency to  
go in for aluminium casting for many equipment c~here as the technology of Fibre Reinforced 
Plastics (FRP) has advanced considerably in our country in recent years. Efforts should therefore 
be made to replace aluminium castings by FRP casings since they are more economical and 
lighter. In case of an army equipment, 50 per cent savings was achieved by replacing the 
aluminium castings with FRP moulds. 

Replacement of Soda Acid Type Fire Extinguishers by Stored Pressure Type Fire 
Extinguishers-Soda Acid type Fire Extinguishers have been in use fsr  many years for 
extinguishing class 'A' types of fire. These have to have refills of acid and soda which 
increases its inventory cost. It is also cumbersome to operate and tne acid may have damaging 
effect on fabric and skin. Due to  these various problems and in order to reduce cost, a 
Stored Pressure Type Fire extinguisher has been developed following VE studies and is now 
being subjected to extensive trials. This extinguisher has stored water under pressure which 
can be built up by ordinary type inflation pumps conlmonly found at petrol pumps or through 
the air liner provided with Diesel Vehicles. If these fire extinguishers are found successful, 
there would be a reduction of 57 per cent in the life cycle cost. It will also have additional 
benefits of longer life (doubled from 5 years to 10 years), easier operation and maintenance as 
well as inventory. 

Conclusion 

Intelligent and persistent application of Value Engineering Technique will result in 
purposeful actions, useful products, pleasing designs, greater economy and increased 
productivity. Basically, all functions can be graded as Primary, secondary or  unnecessary. 
Primary, or essential functions are indispensable; secondary functions are needed only for 
particular designs. Unnecessary ones should be eliminated. The most valuable product 
designed to  achieve a defined function is the one that costs least money and yet meets the 
performance criteria. It is essential however that the change proposals once accepted are 
implemented expeditiously because V E  benefits have a tendency to reduce with the passage of 
time. In  our developing national economy, ail the money thus saved through VE can be 
gainfully utilised for other pressing requirements which are many in the Defence Services and 
hence the keeness of the Army to utilise VA/VE to the maximum. 



Value Enhancement-Bokaro Steel's 
New Water Treatment Plant 

A.  K. Poddar & T. S. Maheswaran 

The total demand of 30,000 Cu M per day of treated water for fire, service and 
drinking purposes for Bokaro Steel Plant at the 4 million tonne production stage was to be 
met from the City Water Treatment Plant as per the original project. However, with the 
growth of the Township and the consumption pattern being slightly different in the Township, 
the existing City Water Treatment Plant, even when expanded, would not be able to meet the 
Plant's requirement. Therefore, a separate Treatment Plant for the Plant has now been 
envisaged. 

This project was subjected to value engineering study just after the preliminary 
Design stage, in a workshop held at Bokaro Steel Plant from 25-7-78 to 29-7-78. The team 
consisted of four members drawn from different departments : 

Water Supply. 
Plant Maintenance. 
Investment PIanning. 
Township Maintenance. 

This article is an attempt to highlight the proceedings as well as the results obtained 
in the workshop. 

I. INFORMATION PHASE 

A. What is it ? 

Raw water is already available to Bokaro in the Canal Pump House serving the 
existing Water Treatment Plant. Additional raw water for the new treatment plant will be 
pumped by a new set of Raw Water Pumps and this water would then be chemically 
coagulated in three clarifiers and then mechanically filtered. The filtered water is further to 
be chlorinated and the potable water stored in an underground reservoir will be pumped by 
another set of Clarified Water Pumps to the existing Pump House No. 5 to bethere after 
merged with the existing water distribution system of the Plant. 

The brief specifications of the equipments were as follows : 
1. 3 Raw Water Pumps, 11 50 Cu.M. per/hr. x 50 metre head with 230 KW motor. 
2. Raw Water Mains -720 mm. OD x 3.3 KM 
3. Clarifiers. 
4. Filter House with equipment. 
5. 3 Nos. Lowlift pumps 1150 Cu.M/hr. x 25 metre head with 125 KW motor. 



6. Ground Reservoir. 
7. 3 Nos. Filtered water pumps 11 50 Cu.M/hr. x4O metre head with 200 kW 

motor. 
8 Water raising mams 630 mrn. OD - 1'2 KM. 
9. Transformers and electrics. 
The schematic drawing is shown in Figure-I. 

I 
1 B. What does it cost ? 

The itemised estimated costs are shoivn in Table-I. The total cost i~lcluding civil 
works etc. comes to Rs. 73  lakhs. 

11. FUNCTION ANALYSIS Pf-IASE 

C. What does it do ? 

The Main Functions of the system have been indentified as follows : 

Au; ment 

Eliminate 

Kill 

Accelerate 

Balance 

1 Water 

1 Solids 

1 Germs 

Sedimentation 

Flow 

/ Interlink / Township 

After detailed studies, they were f~lrtller amalgamated to  arrive at 3 high-cost 
functions for thi. purpose of doing nl-3ningfill exercises within the time available for the 
workshop : 

1 

I Verb i No zliz 
1 

1 

I I 
- - -  

Move 1 Water 

Remove 1 Impurities (Solidslgerrns) 1 
I I I 



VE CHANGES 

Fig. 1 
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BEFORE VE 

Fig. 2-B 
AFTER VE 

COMMON HEADER 

.. 
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"" .. ---. ".> .. 
INLET PlPE 



D. What does it cost ? a 

The component--wise Functim-Cost and Worth relationship was then established 
(see Table-11) and Functionwise Cost Visibility was worked out (see Table-111) according 
to  the Value Engineering Methodology. The following emerged : 

Furzct ions Cost in lakhs Remarks 
Rs. 

Move water 49 Secondary function 
Remove Impurities 18 Primary function 
Store water 6 Secondary function 

From this chart it was seen that the cost of primary function is only Rs. 18 lakhs 
while the secondary functions cost as much as Rs. 55  lakhs. This cost visibility chart 
prompted the team to  further study the "move water" and "store water" functions in great 
detail. 

111. CREATIVE PHASE 

E. What else will do the job ? 

This being the most important phase of generating creative (including fancy) ideas, 
individual as well as group brain-storming was resorted to  and a quantitatively large 
number of ideas however funny, ridiculous or bizarre were recorded without judging feasibility 
o r  cost at  this stage. "What ELSE would accon~plish the required function", was the question 
upper-most in the minds of every one of the group and even such idea like catching rain 
water was recorded. 

This exercise was done extensively for the "move water" function and reasonably 
well for the "remove solids" function but it could not be pursued for the "store water" 
function due to  want of time, in the 5-day workshop. 

IV. ANALYTICAL PHASE 

F. Will that work ? 

The ideas generated in the creative phase were taken one by one function-wise and 
subjected t o  investigation, studying the desired and required standards of function perfor- 
mance as the basis for accepting or rejecting a r  idea. The cost of each feasible alternative 
selected was worked out based on the past experience, market conditions and standard rates 
available. The results of the evaluation phase for the Water Treatment Plant were arrived 
a t  as follows : 

(a) Economical pipe size of the Raw Water Mains was selected as 800 mm based on the 
life time cost i.e. initial cost and running cost for various diameters, For this pipe 
size, even though the initial cost was slightly higher the pump could operate under 
a lesser total head resulting in economy in electric power. 

(b) The low lift pump meant for elevating water from the clarifier to the filter house was 
found to  be of higher rating. The ratings of these pumps were optimised resulting 
again in power savings. 



(c) After the water gets into the Canal Pump House Sump. the residual head available 
is destroyed. In order to save this head, the Canal Pump House was proposed to 
be converted into a pressure system making the raw water pump function as a 
booster pump. This would enable us to  save a lot of head which would otherwise 
be destroyed. Due to lack of t i m ,  full  analysis of this proposal was not carried out 
but it was recommended for further study. 

V. EVALUATION PHASE 

G, What will THAT cost ? 

The summary of financial aspects of the original proposal and the proposal after 
VE study is given below for the capital cost : 

Cost Factors Original Proposal 
Rs. 

Total Initial Cost of 
Purchase & Construction 49 lacs 
Design Cost 
Evaluation Costs 1 
Testing & Dev. Costs 2 lacs 

Same 

Cost of Value Study + 7 
NIL 

Total Implementation Cost J 

51 lacs 

NET INITIAL increase 
in Capital Cost 

V E. Proposal 
(after study) 

Rs. 
52'3 lacs 

No Change 

2 lacs 

0'2 ,, expected 
---- -- 
54'3 lacs 

----- 

3'3 lacs 

However, if we consider also the operating costs every year, the overall financial 
aspects show a different picture as given below : 

Sl. Details of Costs Existing V.  E. 
No. Design Proposal 

Rs. Rs. 
1. Total initial costlunit 51 lacs 54'3 lacs 
2. Annual Energy Costs of operation 

per year-electric power 15 ,, 1 1  ,, 
It could be thus seen that the energy cost per annum would come down by Rs. 4 lacs 

and in the first year itself the extra cost of construction resulting from the change proposals 
. would be fully recovered. 

VI. RECOMMENDATION PHASE 
The team then finalised their recommendations as under : 

1. Increase raw water main to 800 mm diameter, 

2. The capacity and rating of the low lift pumps can be reduced from 125 kW to  about 
40 kW. 



3. The Canal Water Pump House to be converted to Booster Pump House, using a 
pressure system. 

Note :-While the first two proposals above have already been accepted by the 
Designers, the third needs further attention and is under examination by 
them. 

4. Detailed study of possibilities like Tubewells, provision of Pond, use of slag as a 
filtering medium, use of High Density Polythene (HDP) pipes itc. may be considered 
subsequently. 

5.  Possibilities of using steel plant process water for fire fighting purposes may have to 
be studied so that overall economy in treated water of potable quality can be 
achieved. 

How shall we sell the idea ? 

The team presented the above recommendations orally to the top management on 
the last afternoon of the Workshop, using also a series of visual aids to  effectively communicate 
the proposals. This led to  some animated discussion and some of the refinements were 
actually arrived at following this useful discussion. All five recommendations including items 
4 and 5, which were a fall-out from the Creative Phase were greatly appreciated and welcomed 
as "prima facie" acceptable. Subsequently implementation has started on items 1 and 2 
while the rest are under serious consideration especially nos. 3 and 5. The team now feel 
encouraged t o  take up VE studies in other areas and projects. 

TABLE-I 

Separate Water Treatment Plant for Works-Cost Estimates 

SI. No. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5.  

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

Description of works 

Raw water pumps 11 50 Myhr. x 50 M head 
with 230 kW motors. 
Raw water mains 720 (OD) x 10 mm 
Clarifier 
(a) Equipment 
(b) Civil works 

Filter House 
(a) Equipment and pipe connections 
(b) Civil works 
Low lift pumps 11 50 M3/hr. @ 25 M head 
with 125 kW motors. 
Ground reservoir 0'85 MG. 
Filtered water pumps 1 150 M3/hr. x 40 M 
with 260 kW motors. 
Filtered water raising mains 630 (OD) x 8 mm. 
Additional transformer, MCC, LT and HT 
cables. 

Quantity 

3 Nos. 
3300 M 

LS 
LS 

LS 
LS 

3 
1 

3 Nos. 
1200 M 

Total : 

Estimated cost in 
Rupees 



TABLE-I1 

Component Par ts-Function Cost and Worth 

Potential 
Component Function Present cost Worth Cost-worth savings Remarks 

Rs. / Rr. 1 Rs. I Rs. I 

Component 

Raw water pumps 

Raw water mains 

Clarifier 

Low lift pumps 

Filter House Equipment 

Reservoir 

Raising Mains 

Filtered water pumps 

Transformers 

TABLE -111 

Function-Wise Cost Visibility 

13 lacs 

17 lacs 

10 lacs 

Raw Water systemi Provide water 

Total cost in / 

25 lacs 

Filtering System 

Linking System 

Functio~z- Wise Cost (In Rs. Lakhs) 

1 2  lacs 13 lacs 

17 lacs 

10 lacs 

Separate solids 

Balance flow 

Rs. l ~ k h s  1 - 1 
Secondary 

25 lacs 1 8 lacs 

22 lacs 12 lacs 

... 

... 

... 

Remo re impurities 
(solids/germs) Move water Store water i I 



Role of Value Engineering in Modern 
Industrial Management 

Venugopal Rao 

A keen V. E. enthusiast, Shri Venugopal Rao has attended a full 6-day, 
40-hour Value Engineering Instructors Training Workshop organised in 
Aug-Sept., 1978 by the Manag~rnent Training Institute, Ranchi-the major 
training establishment of the Steel Authority of India Ltd. He holds a 
B.Sc. degree in Mech. Engg. from the Bihar Institute of Technology, Ranchi 
and is at  present Industrial Engineer fbr the Bokaro Steel plant of SAIL. 

I~ztroduction : Afcer the second world war, the shortage of materials felt by all indus- 
tries in U.S A. led to the invention of "Value engineering" by L. D. MILES of General 
Electric Company who were faced with the serious technical problem of substitution and the 
economic problem of high cost. His ultimate findings resulted in lowering costs and improve- 
ment in quality and performance ....... Under his guidance, this technique has gathered 
considerable momentum. Today it is applied in India to some extent, in designing a product, 
usage of raw-materials, and in packaging. 

Value Engineering may be defined as a systematic approach to  identify the essential 
functions of a product, process or service of procurement with the purpose of providing 
those function at a minimum overall cost without sacrificing quality and reliability. 

Though value engineering is a collective effort of various industrial functions, an 
effort has been made in this paper to propose that the value engineering function be made a 
full-fledged department. It attempts to describe the approach necessary to organise such a 
department and its necessity in our industries. 

Functions of Value Engineering Department 

1. Substitution for the existing product, material, design, manufacturing process 
etc. 

2. Conversion of the functions of a product, process or service t o  suit only the 
necessarily required functions. 

3. Rationalisation and standardisat ion of the product, process or service. 

4. Research. 



Value Engineering Department organisation 

The ideal organisation of a Value Engineering department should be as follows : 

A. Chief Value Engineer : He should be considered one of the Senior executives 
whose views carry considerable weight in the organisation. He should be on the Manage- 
ment Board. He should have an effective say in the Company's future policy and programme. 
He should keep a close watch on the impleinentation and insist on VE audited results. 

B. Senior Value Engineer : He should be an engineering graduate with thorough 
knowledge and experience in design, costing, economic<, work study and must be talented and 
capable in taking technical decisions. 

C.  Value Engineer : He should be a graduate in engineering with basic knowledge 
and experience in design, economics, costing and work study. Should be capable of working 
independently. 

D. Specialists : They are experts in various specialised fields like electronics, 
pneumatics, cutting tools, metallurgy etc and should be able to tender specialised advice to all 
persons engaged in Value Engineering work. They should be directly responsible to  the Chief 
Value Engineer and paid salaries commensurate with their intrinsic value. 

There should be complete coordination of the Value Engineering department with 
various other department like Work Study, Accounts, Production and Maintenance for 
preliminary value engineering groups and teams. 

Qua!ifications for Value Engineers : he leave should possess knowledge attributes on 
the following areas besides an open mind and imaginative power :- 

1. Economics. 
2. Manufacturing facilities processes. 
3. Level of skills available in the organisation. 
4. Deep knowledge of materials. 
5. Sense of proportion and aesthetic tastes. 
6. Maintenance aspects of the equipment. 
7. Cost accounting. 

Role of Library and Documentation service 

The need of having a well equipped library for the value engineering depxtment can 
not be over emphasized. It is a must as collection of technical data, information, catalogues 
etc. is of paramount importance to the value engineering department. 

Communication among value engineers 

Technical and other necessary information available with one value engineer must be 
made available to the others. Hence fiequent meetings of value engineers, seminars, value 
post -1xortems are very useful, together with freyuen t cit c u l ~ - s ,  indicating latest developments 
in thl= technology, spotlighting errors committed by engineers in the past are detrimental in 
the long run to the interests of organisation and ought to be discouraged. 



Training of Value Engineers 

It may be borne in mind that value engineers are not available easily. Even in the 
U.S.A. and Europe where the industry has much advanced, there is shortage of value 
engineers. Hence value engineers will have to be specially trained. Not every body can be 
trained to be a value engineer. Engineering graduates having talent and a flair for value 
concelpts should be selected. The following qualities are necessary for successful value 
engineers and candidates should be tested accordil~gly : - 

1. Creative genius. 
2. Analytical approach. 
3. Practical & rational thinking. 
4. Imagination. 

5. Shrewd sense of proportion. 
6. Resourcefulness. 

7. Will to achieve perfection. 
8. Habit of reading technical !iteratures, magazines etc. 

Selection tests should be rigorous. After selection, the candidates should be sent for 
orientation training programme in all sections of the plant. He should be given small jobs 
where value engin~ering application has already shown tremendous improvement. Subse- 
quently, he may join the value engineering groups formed to conduct value analysis of 
specific projects. 

After few years experience in this manner, a value engineer can take up the job 
independently with the help of  specialists in his department. Though the process is elaborate 
and painstaking, it is a sure one to create first class value engineers. 

Wage Structure of Value Engineers 

It will not be out of place to discuss the pay scales of value engineers. As explained 
above, it is a tough task to  train value engineers. After having trained them, one can not 
afford to lose them. Hence their pay scales should be on the higher side. Apart from higher 
salaries, thrre should also be proper incentives for good work. 

It is of course difficult to work out a proper incentive scheme for value engineers. 
Since their work involves thinking of bath txhn,~logically and economically feasible solutions, it 
is very difficult to set a time limit and standard for the job. But it may be possible to assess 
the relative merits and demerits of value engineers. They can be judged both by qualitative and 
quantitative assessment. The value engineer's eEciency may be decided according to  the 
percentage of amount saved to the capital invested at the existing condition. The incentive 
scheme may be made applicable to an individual as well as to  the department. 

Fighting Wastage through Value Engineering 

Wastage in resources like material, labour, actions and even thoughts, is the talk of 
the day in our country. Practically every body is worried about wastage, but no body tries 
sincerely to eliminate or at  least to control it. It is a gross ananioly that crores of rupees 
worth of equipment for new industries are imported when our own industries are capable of 



supplying such equipment. A part from the national phenomenon of wastage, the situation has 
been aggravated by the following factors :- 

1. Lack of a national sense of belonging in the citizens. 
2. Lack of appreciation and encouragement from the Government for savings made 

by an organisation. 

Wastages can indeed be minimised by sincere application of value engineering 
techniques. If one goes round the country he can see ample scope to  minimise or t o  eliminate 
wastage and there by brighten the future of our country. 

Conclosion 

From the above, it is quite evident that value engineerifig should occupy a key 
position in the whole country ......... in offices, factories, farms, homes, you name it ! If we 
have to resist the onslaught of national wastage, the only solution would be to organise a 
value engineering department well equipped with talented engineers, is each industrial unit. 

Value engineers should not be called upon to perform routine administative and 
personnel functions. They should be left alone to be ever creative and solve the value engineer- 
ing problems. A well developed value engineering dept. should always help the organisation and 
then it will never be regarded as an overhead. 

Another note of caution is that spectacular results cannot be expected from value 
engineering department immediately. But good results must come in 3 to 4 years, when value 
engineers are expected to have reached maturity in their field. However, some recommenda- 
tions from the Value Engineering department may even fail causing losses, but if one takes a 
long-range view, he will realise that only through such failures, that future progress is 
possible. 

Engineers in charge of planning, manufacturing and maintenance departments should 
understand value engineering and interpret it into realities. All efforts to improve value will 
end in a flop if not properly executed. Value thinking is required in all stages of production. 
However, it is the cumulative and coordinated effort of all concerned, including Value 
Engineering, planning, manufxturing, maintenance and purchasing departments, that will 
producz a good product and earn name and profit for the organisation. 



Systematic VE mplementation 
Successful practice of VE demands, as in any other sphere of activity, acquistion of 

skills and experience. SAVE, USA have accordingly laid down some of these skills and work 
as the basic requisites for an individual to be recognized by them as a Certified Value 
Specialist (CVS). In due course, INVEST proposes to develop its own syllabus and course 
content for similar study and recognition under Indian Conditions. Till that time, however, 
INVEST are aware that there are many individuals in thc country-wlxther lnembers or not- 
who are already practising or  teaching VE on the basis of a study of books and literature 
and perhaps also, direct experience. It is possible that they have developed exceilsnt methods 
and techniques for successful VE; if so, we would invite then1 to contribute to this journal. 
However, for those who have a certain amount of VE knowledge but would like to know 
more about the systematic steps t o  be followed in conducting a result-oriented VE 
Workshop, we give here the typical programme as actually followed and adopted wirh success, 
both in the USA and India. 

Typical Programme for a 5-Day, 40-hr 

MONDAY 9.00 

9.30 

10.00 
10.30 

10.45 

Value Engineering Workshop 
Registration 

INAUGURATION 

Workshop Overview 
Coffee Break 

Basics of Value Engineering 
History, Concepts and the Job Plan 

Project Time Starts : 

INFORMATION PHASE 
Check data available 
Obtain more information 
Verify Cost data 

LUNCH BREAK 

Project Time 
FUNCTION PHASE 
Identify Functions 
Basic and Secondary Functions 

Tea Break 
FAST Diagramming 
Complete Function Analysis using FAST diagram 
Locate unnecessary functions 

Adjourn 



TUESDAY 

8.00 

WEDNESDAY 

Project Time 
FUNCTION PHASE continued 
Allocate costs to functions 

Evaluate COST : WORTH Models 

Graphical Function Analysis 
Locate areas with high savings potential 
for intensive VE 
Coffee Break 
Film on "Evaluation of FUNCTION, COST AND WORTH" @ 

Discussions on the above 
Start of CREATIVE PHASE 
Creativity 
Creativity Techniques 
Individual/Group Brainstorming 

Habits and attitudes 
Rules to be followed 
Project Time-Creative Phase 
LUNCH 
CREATIVE PHASE continues 
Use of check lists and idea stimulators 

Tea Break 
Complete Idea listing by functions 

Adjourn 

JUDICIAL/ANALYSIS PHASE 
Objectives 
Idea development 
Decide applicable criteria 
Criteria Weightage Matrix 
Coffee Break 
Project Time 
Finalise Criteria Weightages 

@ Contact Union CarbidelCalcutta or  Indo-American 
Society,Bombay for the present; INVEST are trying 
to  procure seven films this year 



11.30 Analyse all ideas 

- refine and develop 

- build on ideas 

Develop alternatives 

13.00 LUNCH 

14.00 EVALUATION PHASE 
Compare a1 ternatives 

List advantages and disadvantages 

1.30 Tea Break 

15.45 Project Time continues 
Estimate Costs of each alternative 

Initial Costs 
Operating and Maintenance Costs 

17.00 Adjourn 

THURSDAY 

8.03 EVALUATION PHASE continues 
Principles of Life Cycle Costs (LCC) 
Time Value of Money-Discounted Cash Flow 

9.00 ANALYSIS MATRIX 

9 45 Coffee Break 

10.00 Project Time 

Complete Anal) sis Matrices 
1 1.00 More about LCC 

Methods of estimating 
Use of charts and graphs 
Effects of INFLATION 

12.00 LCC Tables 

Amortisation of Costs 

PRESENT WORTH METHODS 
Graphical Depiction 
Complete LCC evaluation 

13.00 LUNCH 

14.00 Evaluation Phase Continues 
Implementation Costs 

15.00 Film on "VALUE ANALYSIS" @ 

- British Productivity Council 

@ Contact the U. K. High Commission, New Delhi or The Principal, 
Railway Staff College, Vadodara (Gujarat), or AIMA, New Delhi. 



FRIDAY 

15.30 Tea Break 

15.45 Project Time- 

Idea Interchange Session 

Crossfeed of teams 

17.00 Adjourn 

RECOMMENDATION PHASE 

Objectives 
Psychology of individuals 
Human Relations in VE 
Aims of Management 

Project Time 

Work out methods of r resentation- WrittenIOral 

Prepare sketches~slides/graphs!outlines 

Importance of Visual Aids 
Coffee Break 
Presentation Rehearsal 

- Teamwise presentatison 

- Analyse and refine 

- Target datesldepartments responsible 

- Methods of Follow-up 

LUNCH 
PRESENTATIONS 

--apply finishing touches 
Team Presentation 

- Top Management to be present 
- Comments, Critique and Discussions 
- Approvals/Decisions of' Management 

- Vote of thanks 

Closing Session and Coffee 

BREAK-UP 

LATER- every week 

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE- 
Periodical Reviews 

Solve Problems 

Audit and feedback of Results 
e 



Collateral Benefits 
Extended Applications 
Articles, Conference presentations 
RECOGNITION AND AWARDS 

NOTE- 

This 40 hr programme gives best results if conducted through a continuous, full-time, 
intensive 5-day session. However, i t  is not a rigid rule and the work can bc~ spread over 
two weeks-say -h day every day or  4 Weeks @ only 16 - 2 days every week as convenient. 

It is also desirable that information collection precedes the start of the workshop SO 

that no time is lost in later contacting Specialists, Suppliers, Technical Experts, Testing 
Laboratories or others. 

During the Workshop, do  not hesitate to contact or invite people available in the 
area, for more information and advice. Make your plantlunit obtain all the necessary films 
and books in advance and show one film every day if possible a t  a suitable time-say 
immediately after LUNCH or tea break in the afternoon. It provides the twin, needed 
functions of "Relieve monotony" as well as "increase (VE) understanding !" 



Careers in VA jVE-The Beginnings 

Among INVEST objectives is not only the promotion of prosperity through VE 
programmes for greater cost effectiveness but also the opening up of career opportunities 
in VE for all those who have faith in VE and the qualities needed to  pursue its study and 
practice. This has to come about in many ways-among them, by more and more industries 
calling for VE specialists as consultanls or to fi il fdl . t ime company positions. Readers may 
not be awars that there are already a few such far-sighted companies, two of which are 
mentioned below. 

First is Escorts Ltd., a house noted as much for its phenomenal growth and success 
in recent years as to their consistent search for new talents and new capabilities. No wonder 
they advertised for fuli-time value specialists as far  back as Oct. 30, 1978 (Times of India/ 
Hindustan Times, N. Delhi) and azain recentlq -Times of India, 2411 179. The ad. 
reads : - 

"ESCORTS Requires 

Graduate Mechanical Engineers 

To fill Supervisory positions in Proc:ss Engineering-Desig~~, Value Engineering, Product 
Engineering-Design and Testing, Match Shop, Production Planning, Maintenance 
and Inspection. 

We would prefer graduate engineers with 1 to 4 )ears experience in comparable 
Organisation but are willing to consider Diploma Holders with matching ability. 
Positions provide ample scope for growth and advancement for the deserving." 

They got their men and two full-time Value Engineers are already on their rolis in one 
division alone. 

Earlier still, in April 1976, the Leader Engineering Works, a company in Jullundur, 
true t o  their name, called for a "Value Analysis Engineer." 

"Wanted 
By a progressive Light Engineering Goods Manufacturer in Punjab Following Technical 
Personnel : - 

DESIGN ENGINEER 

Graduate in hlech. Engin~cring with Minimum Five Years Experience in Design of Light 
Engg. Goods. 



VALUE ANALYSIS ENGINEER 

Graduate in Mech Engg. With Minimum five Years Experience in Application of Modern 
VALUE Engineering Techniques. Salary will be Com~neltssurate with Qualifications and 
Experience. Those Drawing 1,ess Than Four Figures Necd Not Apply. 

Please Apply in confidence within Ten Days with Full Biodata at first Instance Box 
18964, The Timcs of India, New Delhi." 

The company's General Manager later wrote to say that they had been applying VE 
techniques for quite some time and had achieved some sigrlificant successes in the design and 
manufacture of bronze globe steam s!op valves where they reduced the costs by 5 to 43'10 in 
different sizes ranging from 1 k1-1111 N B  to 6-'i11r21 NB. The company further assured their 
help in expanding VE apy1icatio;ls in India through INVEST. 

The latest in this series comes from the Statesman, Calcutta edition of Sunday, 
March 11, 1979. 

' ( E N G I N E E R S  

Senior 61 Junior 

All India Rs 12501-to Rs 1500/-+Perks 

For our expanding needs at .Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Delhi, Patna, Chandigarth and 
Lucknow Regional and Zonal Offices, we r e q ~ ~ i r e  10 lndustrial Engineers urgently. 
Our present team consists of 6 Wholetime Directors and 50 Fulltime Consultants. 

We are looking for qualified Industrial Engineers in the age group, 25-32 preferably with 
relevant post-graduate qualification and 315 years indus t r~d  experience. Mechanical 
Engineers working with Engineering Industries in the areas of Work Measurement, 
INCENTIVE SCHEMES, Material Handing, VALUE ENGINEERING, Production 
Planning will receive definite preference. Salary & Perquisite package will depend on the 
qualification and amount of experience. We operate PF, Gratuity, Medical and Bonus/ 
LTA Schemes. Please write in strict confidence within 7 days and n~a rk  the envelope 
& enclosures with code IB/BPA. 

(Personnel Selection Division) 

ABC Consultants Private Limited 
6A, Middleton Street, Calcutta-700 071" 

The purpose of INVAVE reporting these stories is not to enable members/readers to  
apply for these posts (as it is too late anyway) but to indicate the slow but increasing VA/VE 
consciousness in Indian industry. Hopefully, in the next few years  time, such positions for 
VA/VE in Government, Industry and Business will become more commonplace. We invite 
more and more such information both as news to be shared through the pages of lNVAVE 
and as advertisement insertions to  reach all those practising or interested in VE for whom 
indeed they are meant. If the function is "Reach Value-Specialists", organisations will spend 
less and gain more through advertising in INVAVE than through any other media-in other 
words, secure more VALUE from ad funds'. 



How to Qualify as a CVS 

Society of American Value Engineers (SAVE) 

Certification Program for Certified Value Specialists 

[ Note : So many of our members and readers had asked for more information on how to 
qualify as a Certified Value Specialist of SAVE. We, therefore, thought it would 
be useful to reproduce the details of the SAVE regulations regarding this high 
professional recognition in the field of Value Engineering-Ed. INVAVE.] 

1. Objectives 

A. To raise the professional standards and improve the practice of Value Engineering1 
Value Analysis (VI.:/VA) by giving special recognition by their peers to those who, 
in  fulfilling prescribed sta~ldards of performance and conduct, have demonstrated 
and maintained a high level of con~petence and ethical practices. 

B. To  identify persons with broad krlowltdge of VEIVA and the capability to pro- 
fessionally apply the principlcs of VE/VA. 

C. To  establish a continuing program whose goal is the imp~ovement of individual 
VE/VA skills and professional development. 

D. To clarify the body of knowledge and standards of conduct for the practice of 
VE/VA. 

2. Administration 

A. The National Board of Directors is responsible for eslabilishing the rules governing 
academic, experience, and character requirements for those applying for 
certification. 

B. Responsibility for planning. directing, and administering the program rests with a 
six member Certification Board and a Certification Secretary. The presence of 
three members constitutes a quorum. A majority vote of the members present at  
any meeting may conduct the affairs of the Hoard. "Rebert's Rules of Order" 
(revised) shall govern the n:atters of parliamentary procedure. The Certifiation 
Secretary shall vote only when called upon to break a tie. This board will be 
appointed for a two year staggered tern1 by the h'ational Board of Directors from 
nominees presented to them by the President. Three members of the initial Board 
will be appointed for a one year term. Terms vfill expire at the close of the 
Annual Business Meeting. Nominees for the in i t i c t l  B c u r d  will be selccted by the 
President from past National Prcsiderlts, Vice Prr.\ic!ents, National Directors, and 



Chapter Presidents. At the first meeting of the initial Board, the President will 
install the members. Thereafter, new members will be instailed at the close of the 
Annual Business Meeting Members ~ I L I S ~  be willing and able to fdfill the duties 
required of the board and have the necessary suport of their empjoyer. At the 
first meeting of each new Bcard, the members will select a Chairman from anlong 
its membership for a one year term. After the appointn~cnt of the first Board, 
the Vice-president, Professional Development will provide the President, by 
January 15 of each year, the names of nominees to fill each vacancy. At the next 
regular meeting of the National Board of Directors, the President wi!l place these 
names in nomination. The National Board of Directors wiil select from the 
nominees the required number to fill the vacancies. The Executive Director, 
within seven dajs,  will notify all nominees of the outcome of the balloting. If a 
vacancy occurs through death, resignation, or  other cause, the President shall 
appoint an individual to f i l l  the ~mexpired term subject to the approval of the 
National Board of Directors at  the next regular meeting. Except for those appoin- 
ted to  the Board in 1972 and 1973, all nominees must be Certified Value 
Specialists. 

The Vice President, Professional Development, shall serve as Certification 
Secretary and be responsible for the details of the program as defined by the 
National Board of Directors. He shall vote only whcn called upon to break a tie. 
An auxiliary officer known as the Assistant Certification Secretary will be appoin- 
ted, as necessary, by the Natienal Board of Directors to faciiitate transaction and 
the operation of the Certification Program. 

The Certificati~n Board assisted by the Certification Secretary will prepare o r  
cause to be prepared the examination, sample questions, study guide and required 
instructional texts. 

An Examination Administrator will administer each examination. The Examina- 
tion Administrator may be the Chairman of the Certification Board, an educator, 
or  a testing expert or agency, as the Certification Board deems appropriate. The 
identity of tne Examination Administrator will be made known the day of the 
examination. 

Examination proctors will conduct the examinations. These persons will be 
selected from N a t i ~ n a l  Officers, elected Officers of a Chapter, educatcrs or other 
responsible persons as the Certification Board deems appropriate. 

The certification Board shall not determine who shall engage in or  practice VElVA, 
but rather shall judge those qualified and capable of being recognized as specialists 
by the Standards set forth. That a person is not certified does not indicate that 
he is unqualified to  practise, only that such person may not have fu!fiiled the 
requirements of Certified Value Specialist (CVS) as defined herein. 

3. Eligibility 

Any  individual with the following prersquisistes may apply for Certification : 
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U p  to  four years of college level academic training (directed towards a degree) 
which combined with practical VE/VA experience of a t  least two years will total 
six years. 

A license as Registered Professional Engineer or  Architect will be considered 
equivalent to four years of college training for purposes of meeting requirements 
of paragraph A above. 

Years of practical VE/VA experience for credit must consist of one or more of the 
following activities verified by the immediate supervisor of the candi- or other 
appropriote verification : 

1 .  Continuous employment in a VE/VA effort directed towards the application of 
the principles and techniques of VE/VA. If the amount of time spent in 
VQVA is less than 100% of the total time, multiply the total time by the 
percentage of time egaged in VE/; A to obtain the time credit for industrial 
experience. A percentage less than 50% during any period mag not be 
counted. 

2. Regular employment or direct supervision in the instruction of the techniques 
of VE/VA. 

3. Regular employment in the management or supervision of a VE/VA Program. 

4. Self employment as a VE/VA consultant. 

Practical experience must include value work listed in C above performed within 
three years prior to the acceptance date of application. In addition, the applicant 
must have completed an acceptabie VE Workshop. The minimum requirements 
of an acceptable workshop seminar to meet the training requirement of the certifi- 
cation program are : 

1. seminar workshop must be (as a minimum) of forty (40) hours duration. 

2. must include teaching the techniques of function identification and evaluation; 

2 .  must emphasize the use of creative techniques to develop solutions to the 
problem addressed; 

4. must contain phases specifically directed towards analysis, development and 
completion of final proposals implementation; 

5. the seminar teams must direct their efforts to "iive" projects and/or legitimate 
problems. 

By "live" projects, we mean, in the case of industry, actual hardware. In  the 
case of a construction oriented session, an actual building or construction problem. 
In all cases, the project must represent an opportunity to truly develop value 
proposals and offer the potential of  actual implen~entation. Simple before and 
after examples of "canned" projects are not sufficient. 

The applicant must include in his application a copy of the Agenda of the seminar 
he attended and a simple description of the "live" project that he studied. 



E. Those who have been awarded a SAVE membership grade of FELLOW or LIFE 
MEMBER will be regarded as having met the academic and practical experience. 

F. Each candidate must pledge in writing to adhere to  SAVE Standards of Conduct. 

4. Procedures 

Application forms may be obtained from local chapters or the Certification 
Secretarv. The form, accompanied with the proper fce, mag; be filled at any time 
with the Certification Secretary. 

After the Certification Secretary has found the application in order and the 
prerequisites have been verified, the applicant will be provided a reference to 
suggested study examination. At this time the applicant will/be normally informed 
of the place and date of the next examination. 

I 

The certification examination will be conducted on such dates as determined by 
the Certification Board. The location for these examination will normally be at  
colleges or universities or at  other suitable places as designated by the Chairman 
of the Certification Board. 1 he exact dates will be announced to  applicants in 
suffizient time to enable them to prepare for the examination. 

Each applicant will submit to the Certification Secretary, one month prior to  the 
date of the certification examination, either one of the two following items : 

1. A paper of a t  least 2,500 words authored by the applicant on any VE/VA 
subject he selects. 

2. A copy of a published VE/VA article written by the applicant and the name of 
the publication and date in which it appeared. The applicant must be the sole 
author of the paper submitted. 

Because of the wide diversity of background and experience of applicants, the 
written examination will permit the candidate suitable choices of questions. Some 
questions will be mandatory for all candidates. 

The results of the written examination will be scored by the Certification Board 
and recorded by the Certification Secretary. The minimu111 passing grade will be 
determined by the Board of Directors. 

The paper or statement submitted to the Certification Secretary by the applicant, 
in compliance with paragraph 4D, will be forwarded to the Editorial Review 
Board. The Roard will review the submittal for originality, timeliness, and over 
all contribution to the advancenmt of VE/VA, and it shall be scored as either 
passed or nut passed. The submittal and score will be forwarded t o  the Certifica- 
tion Secretary for recording and file. Unpublished papers will not be considered 
for publication without the permission of the author. 

The Certification Board, after a review of the score obtained in the written exami- 
nation and the quality of the submitted paper on the published article, will decide 
whether o r  not the applica~r t meets the qualifications for certificaticn. A uniform 



score sheet will be used tlirougout. 'The Board may request a personal interview 
with the applicant to assist i n  determining his qualifications and capabilities in 
applying and practicing the teachniques of VE/VA. Upon approval of application 
the Certification Secretary will promptly issue a certificate and wallet card and 
announce in the Society's official publications the name of successful applicant. 
Tf an application is disapproved, the Certification Secretary will, within 45 days, 
so advise the applicant and make known the reasons thereof. The Board of 
Directors has tlie authority, if so desired, to review the certification records of each 
applicant. 

T. The Certification Board will report to  the Roard of Directors, at  regularly 
scheduled meetings, the name of each applicant who took the examination 
during the preceeding period and whether or not he met the qualifications for 
certification. 

J. If an applicant fails to  receive certification, he may appeal the decision to  the 
Board of Directors, furnishing additional information to the Certification Secretary 
for transmittal to the Board of Directors for further consideration. 

K. An applicant who has failed his written exan~ination, may after paying an 
examination fee, be re-examined at a subsequent examination time, subject to the 
restrictions imposed in the following paragraph. 

L. An applicant who fails to  take the examination at the scheduled time and place 
is required to  pay a "no-show" fee before taking the examination at  a later date. 
Applicants who fail to  take the examination on three successive dates are required 
to repeat the original application process including the fee. 

M. If an application is rejected and the applicant has not taken the examination, the 
application fee will be refunded. This does not apply to those rejected who have 
requested certification as provided by the Grandfather Clause and are qualified 
to take the examination. In such cases, they will be considered as applicants who 
are required to take the examination. 

N. All details pertailing to  an applicant's request for Certification will be kept 
confidential by all involved in the certification process. The Society will not 
disclose the names of applicants w h o  fail. The records of each applicant will be 
maintained at a location designated by the Vice-President, Administration. 

0. A current list of CVS's will be furnished to the National Business Office by the 
Certification Secretary for their use in verifying Certification. 

\-"--"-- _4 

5. Maintaining Certification 

Certification is valid for four (4) years after which recertification by the Board will be 
necessary. This recertification may be accon~plished by either taking the Accredited 
Examination or through the Professional Credit Plan. Credits may be earned through 
activities which have been selected to assist each CVS keep abreast of new techniques, 
methods, and state-of-the-art. Forty-eight (48) credits must be accumulated each four 
years to remain certified. 
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Credits claimed must be substantiated either by copies of documents or  extracts 
therefrom, referenced to a SAVE official publication, attested statements or  letters from 
individuals who have knowledge concerning the activity. Earned credits with their subs- 
tantiation must be mailed to  the Certification Secretary not more than four (4) months or 
less than one (I)  month prior to the expiration of the four (4) year certification period as 
shown on the applicants certificate. If a CVS elects to recertify by taking the accredited 
examination he must so notify the Certification Secretary four (4) months prior to the 
examination. Upon receipt of the recertification fee and verification of the professional 
credits earned or  by passing the accredited examination, a new certificate will be issued. 

Professional credits must be accrued from at least three of the five below listed 
categories i. e., Performed, Learned, Taught, Presented, and Served. The professional 
credits of each activity and the maximum that may be accrued each four years for recerti- 
fication are as follows : 

A. Performed 

1. Participated as a leader or  member of a VE/VA task team effort resulting in a 
documented savings. Five (5) credits per study. Maximum 20 credits. 

2. Submitted a patent disclosure or  received a patent either individual or in concert 
with others, the result of which reduced the cost of achieving a specifically identified 
and required function. Ten (lo) credits per patent. Maximum 10 credits. 

3. Employed as a full time manager or supervisor, a p~acticing Value Engineer, value 
consultant or equivalent. Those who have changed employer and are still engaged 
in value work as a manager or  supervisor, must provide a statement of the work 
performed and the period claimed. This statement must be attested to by his 
immediate superior during the period so claimed. Five (5) credits per year. 

i 

\ Maximum 20 credits. 

\ 4. Statement by the CVS and attested to by his immediate superior that there has 
! been no change i n  his responsibility or qualifications as a Value Engineer since his 
< 

i original certification. Five (5) credits per year. Maximuin 20 credits. 

p. Learned 
i 

\ 1. Attended SAVE Chapter Meetings. One ( I )  credit for each meeting. Maximum 
1 0  credits. 

. 2. Attended Society (SAVE and other) sponsored value engineering seminars, 
conferences, clinics, workshops or other syn~posia. Two (2) credits for each 8-hour 
attendance or fraction thereof. Maximum 10 credits. 

3. Completed a VE or  value management course sponsored by a university, college, 
professional society, or  trade association and conducted by a CVS. Two (2) 
credits for each %hour attendance or  fraction thereof. Maximum 10 credits. 

4. Completed a seminar sponsored by a University or  College, school of continuing 
education which awards a certificate of participation. 7he seminar must be of a 
specialized sut~ject relating to VE, pertaining to the latest technological advances 
and trends in design, materials, processes, properties, production, applications, and 



marketing. The claimant must explain how the seminar relates to VE. Two (2) 
credits for each 8-hour attendance or fraction thereof. Maximum 20 credits. 

C. Taught 

1. Employed or self-employed essentially as a full time instructor in VE/VA training. 
Five (5) credits per year. Maximum 20 credits. 

2. Participated as a part-time instructor in VE/VA courses conducted by a university, 
college, industry, federal agency, state government, local community or professional 
society. Four (4) credits per each 8-hour participation. Maximum 12 credits 
per year. 

D. Presented 

1. Published a paper on value engineering in a professional journal or  nationally 
distributed magazine. Five (5) credits per paper, 5 credits per year. Maximum 
15 credits. 

2. Presented a paper at  a SAVE National Conference. Ten (10) credits per paper. 
Maximum 15 credits. 

3. Presented a paper on V E  to a n y  professional, governmental, community or  select 
audience where such delivery is beneficial to the V E  profession. Five (5) credits per 
paper. Maximum 10 credits. 

4. Authored a published reference book on VEiVA. Ten (10) credits per book. 
Maximum 10 credits. 

5. Presented an acceptable thesis on a VE/VA subject in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for an advanced degree from an accredited school. Fifteen (15) 
credits per thesis. Maximum 15 credits. 

E. Served 

1. Elected SAVE National President, Chapter President or National Vice-president. 
Twelve (12) credits per year. Maximum 18 credits. 

2. Served as a member of the CVS Certification Board. Nine (9) credits per pear. 
Maximum 12 credits. 

3. Appointed a SAVE National Director, or a Chairman of a standing committee. 
Six (6) credits per year. Maximum 12 credits. 

4. Participated in a voluntary state, county, municipal or  local community VE/VA 
activity. Five ( 5 )  credits per year. Maximum 10 credits. 

F. Sponsors of continuing education programs may request the Certification Board to  
assign a professional credit value to a specific course or program. If the sponsor of 
an education program has not requested professional credit for a program, any CVS 
may make a request to the Certification Board for determination of credit value. Proof 
must be given to relate the program to VE/VA. 

G.  The applicant shall have responsibility for obtaining, from the sponsoring organization, 
a statement or  form attesting to his activity and/or participation. 



H If an applicant fails in recertification, he may appeal the decision to the Board of 
Directors. 

I. Those certified by virtue of the SAVE membership grade of fellow or Life Member 
must apply for recertification. The submittal of credits for recertification is not 
required from them; however, the Certification Board may request information regard- 
ing their participation in VE activity, if deemed necessary. 

J. Certified persons who have had 20 jears of continuous certification or who have attained 
the age of 61 will maintain their certification for life. Recertification will be given 
to those eligible for life if requested and on presentation of required credits. 

6. Fees 

A. Certification-The Fee for certification will be $25 for SAVE members and $40 for 
non-members. The "no-show" fee will be $10. 

Note : The $ 1 5  differential between the SAVE member fee and:the non-member 
fee may be applied to the cost of the first year membership fee. 

B. Recertification-The fee for recertification will be $10 for SAVE members and $20 
' for non-members. An additional $15 fee will be charged to those who desire to be 

recertified by taking the examination. 

7. Use of CVS Designation 

A. A Certified Value Specialist may use the CVS designation with his name on his 
association and business letterheads and on his business cards. 

B. Certification is for the individual only. The CVS designation may not be used to  
imply that an associaticr, or firm is certified. 

8. Suspension or Revocation of Certification 

A. If a CVS does not accumulate the required professional credits through continuing 
education programs, his certification shall be terminated unless, in the judgeme~lt 
of the Certification Board, extenuating circumstances exist and the deficiency can 
be readily overcome. 

B. Certification may be revoked for cause such as falsifying information on the appli- 
cations, malpractice, o r  unethical behaviour. 

SAVE Address : 

1. Society of American Value Engineers, 
National Office, P.O. Box 210887, 
Dallas, Texas 7521 1. or  

2. Society of American Value Engineers, 
220 North Story Road, 
Suite 1 14, 
Irving, Texas 7506 1. 

Both Addresses are Valid 
Tel. (214) 253-5171 



Aids to VE Education 

In our January '79 issue, we had published lists of books and movie films 
on VA/VE for the benefit of readers, students and practioners alike. Implelnentation of value 
techniques is, however, rarely possible without the Value Engineers or Value Managers under- 
taking t o  hold several sessions of training and education for line managers i e.  men from 
production, design, purchase, sales and accounts/finance. In doing so, books will serve to 
guide and refresh the memory of the trainer but they are often not readily sfrrdjed by the 
executives for want of time as well as due to their own preoccupations. Some of them may 
be seen to  willingly BROWSE through them with a quick discerning eye for titles, diagrams, 
photographs, tables, figures, or passages in bold types-in fact, using some or all of the stan- 
dard methods of Rapid Reading. But even this ''good value for time our 
contributor G. Jagannathan has said (INVAVE Jan. '79) -is indulged in by relatively few of 
a VE Seminar or  Workshop participants. 

In such a situation, a Value Engineer will have to find different ways of securing the 
interested attention of his audience. One way to do  this is by means of the simu[raneous use 
of Visual Aids as the lecture progresses. As YOU describe a case study, for exanlple, project 
also a readymade slide for instant viewing of 'BEFORE' and 'AFTER' details or  even a l ine  
sketch. Behavioural scientists have found, through research, generally how human beings 
learn AND retain what they have learnt. 

HOW WE LEARN : 

1% through Taste 

through Touch 

through Smell. 

1 1 %  through Hearing. 

83 % through Sight. 

PRSENTATION METHODS 
RECALL RECALL 

3 hrs. later 3 days Iuter 

Speech Alone 2 5 0/& 10% 

Showing-Used Alone 75% 2 O y ,  

Blend-Lecture and show 85% 6.574 

(These research data are based on the findings of behavimral scientists in U.S.A.) 
Reference : SAVE Proceedings 1976 Co~lferepce Page 185) 



A camera tranparency (35 mm.) will project the full view at  the flip of the switch ; 
but a plastic transparency sheet (25 cm. X 25 cm)-used with an overhead projector-will 
enable you to uncover the visual picture step by step as the story unfolds. I t  costs much less 
and gives us the additional functions of- 

hold (audience) interest 
concentrate attention (on your specific point) 
facilitate understanding and 
dramatise result (the final solution or the savings) 

In other words, the overhead transparencies give us more VALUE-a demonstrable 
cvidence of VE's fruitfulness right during the Seminar or  Workshop ! 

INVEST therefore have prepared several sets each containing 10 such slides in black 
and white for the preser~t. The first few contain the following matter :- 

I.  Case-studies. 
2. Theory of VE. 
3. VE around the world. 

Rs. 1201- per set for INVEST Members, Rs, 1501- per set for Non-Members. S. Tax, packag- 
ing and postage Rs. 201- extra. You can easily colour them as you wish by using Projector 
pens of suitable colours. 

Much imagination, hard work, and jears of VE teaching and application experience 
have gone into the making of these slides. This technology comes to you free and the prices 
have been fixed to  cover only the production costs plus a suitable return to INVEST for its 

growth and the accomplishment of its objectives. 

You may send your order quoting the Set number and copies desired together with 
your cheque (add Rs. 5 for outstation cheques please). Allow us 15 days time to  mail the 
slides t o  you. 

Some of you may know already how to use the slides but others may not. That 
depends on how well you know VE and its practice. The best way to  acquire these skills is to  

(1) attend VE Seminars and Workshops and 

(2) apply VE-if necessary, under guidance from VE specialists. 



ARTHUR HAlLEY ON V. E. 

Almost all INVAVE readers must have heard of Arthur Hailey, a novelist of 
international repute, snd many are perhaps acquainted with some or all of his works. 
However most VE practitioners are not aware of what Arthur Hailey has written 
about Value Engineering. The following extract is taken from Arthur Hailey's best- 
selling novel "WHEELSm-based on the American automobile industry. 

"The teardown room was more than a room; it  was a department 
occupying a closely guarded bui lding - a storehouse secrets which few 
outsiders penetrated. Those who did, however, found i t  a source of 
unwaveringly honest information, for the teardown room's function was to 
dissect company products and competitors', then compare them objectively 
with each other. All three big auto companies had teardown rooms of their 

own, or comparable systems. 

"In the teardown environment, i f  a competitor's car was sturdier, lighter, 
more economical, assembled better, or superior in any other way, the analysts 
said so No loyalties swayed a judgement. 

"Company engineers and designers who were boobed were sometimes 
embarrassed by teardown room revelations, though they would be even more 
embarrassed if  word leaked out to press or public. It rarely did. Nor did 
other companies release adverse reports about defects in competitors' cars; 
they knew i t  was a tactic which could boomerang tomorrow. In any case, 
objectives of the teardown room were positive, to police the company's 
pkoducts and design, and to learn from others. 

"The department bought cars the way the public did through dealers. 
Purchases were in the names of individuals, so no dealer ever knew that a 
car he was selling was for detailed study instead of normal use. The 
precaution ensured that all cars received were routine production models. 

"As soon as a car arrived, i t  was driven to the basement and taken 
apart. This did not merely mean separating a car's components, but involved 
total dis-assembly. As i t  was done, each item was numbered, listed, 

described, weight recorded. Oily, greasy parts were cleaned. 

"The display boards containing the torn-down vehicles were housed in 
sliding racks. Thus, like dissected corpses, the industry's current cars were 
available for private viewing and comparison. 



A company engineer might  be brought here and told; "Look at the 
competitor's headlamp cans ! They're an integrated part o f  the radiator 
support instead o f  separate complex pieces. Their method i s  cheaper and 
better. Let's get w j t h  it." 

"It was called value engineering and it saved money because each single 
cent o f  cost looped from a car design represented thousands o f  dollars in 
eventual profits. Once, during the 1960's, Ford saved a mammoth 25 
cents per car by  changing i ts brake system master cylinder, after studying the 
master cylinder of General Motors." 

D I D  YOU KNOW THAT Honeywells, USA submitted 660  VECP's* t o  the 
DoD**  ever since they started their VE programmes result ing in  savings of more than 
$57 mi l l ion t o  the DoD ? So the vis i t ing DARCOM***  chief, presented a special 
award this year to  Honeywell's Chairman, Edson W. Spencer, fo f lowing their latest 
contr ibut ion of $3.3 mi l  l ion savings through twelve VECP's i n  1977. 

( VALUE D l  G EST Oct '78 

* VECP -Value Engineering Change Proposals 

** DoD-Department of Defence 

*** DARCOM-Army Material Development And  Readiness Command 



St~tement about ownership and other particulars about the periodical titled 
INVAVE as required to be published under Rule 8 o j  the Registration of 
Newspapers (Central) Rules 1956. 
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Standards of Conduct 
For Value Engineers 

As a representative of value engineering, I pledge myself to : 

UPHOLD the high ideals and level of personal knowledge attested by Society 
membership or certification, and to participate in none but honest enter- 
prises. 

SERVE the interests of my employer and clients lo~al ly ,  diligently, and 
honestly through worthy performance and fidelity. 

MAlNTAIN a broad and balanced outlook and recognize merit in the ideas 
and opinions of others. 

REFRAIN from any conduct or act which is discreditable to the reputation 
or integrity of the VE/VA profession, and be guided in all my activities by 
truth, accuracy, fair dealing, and good taste. 

PROMOTE at every opportunity the public understanding of VE/VA, and 
apply my specialized skill and knowledge for public good. 

KEEP informed on the latest developments in value techniques and applica- 
tions; recommend or initiate improvements t o  increase the effectiveness of 
VE/VA. 

PLEDGE to all fellow value spccialists, integrety and fair dealing, tolerance 
and respect, devotion to standards and dignity of our profession. 

SUPPORT efforts to strengthen the profession througl~ training and educa- 
tion, to help others reach personal and professiond fulfillment. 

EARN and carefully gxsrd my reputation for good moral character and good 
citizenship, recognizing that leadership is a call t o  service. 

RECOGNIZE that Society membership or certification as a value specialist 
is not the sole claim to  professional competence. 

* COURTESY : SAVE/U.S A. 



ARMY HEADQUARTERS 
5r;TTT;T • ÷ T d T  

READERS SAY t GENERAL STAFF BRANCH 

~ ~ W T T  JQTTVC fq<?TT~m 
t WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT DIRECTORATE 

3f.pa.q Q?F dfw, ;rf fgm7-q q 0 0 q q 
DHQ PO NEW DELHI-110011 

No. B/33528, INVEST1 D D WENE) 28, Feb. 79 

The Editor 
INVAVE 

Dear Editor, 

1. May  I request you t o  reproduce this letter i n  the next issue o f  JNVAVE 
for the information o f  the concerned officials o f  Indian Railways. 

2. Dur ing m y  frequent train journeys, I have observed that one or t w o  
steel plates each o f  size 50 cm x 30 cm (approximately) are f ixed o n  outer sides of  the 
rai lway passenger bogies for displaying the reservation slips. I feel that there i s  n o  
need t o  provide the steel plates since the reservation slips can be pasted any-where 
o n  the outer side of  the bogie. However, i n  order t o  ensure that the reservation 
slips are pasted at  a pre-determined space for the sake of uniformity, it i s  suggested 
that the space selected be suitably stencilled w i t h  paint with markings l ike 'YOUR 
RESERVATIONS' or the like. 

3. May I request the Railway Authorit ies t o  k ind ly  consider this proposal 
and take appropriate action to  effect possible savings t o  the National Exchequer. 

Yours faithfully, 

( KC GARGA ) 
Lt  Col 

Member, INVEST 
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ADVERTISEMENT TARIFF 

Front & Back inside cover 
Full Page 
Half Page 

MECHANICAL DATA : 

Overall Size 
PRINT AREA 
Full Page 
Half Page 

... Rs. 500-00 Each 
... Rs. 300-00 Each 
... Rs. 150-00 Each 

* Please furnish matter as well as blocks alongwith your Cheque to reach the INVEST office 
at 4-B, Vandhna 11,  Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-11000 1. 

* We suggest you book your ads for 4 issues at a time and get a rebate of 20% on the 
above tariff rates per insertion. 

* Please draw your cheque in favour of "INDIAN VALUE ENGINEERING SOCIETY". 

To, 
The Secretary. 
Indian Value Engineering Society, 
4-B, Vandhna, 1 1-Tolstoy Marg, 
New-Delhi- 1 1000 1. 

Dear Sir, 
We are pleased to send herewith out Advt. matter/block for publication in the next 

issue of your magazine INVAVE, together with our Cheque. 

No. Dt. 

Thanking you, 

for Rs. 

Yours truly, 



About INVEST 
The Indian Value Engineering Society (INVEST) is a non-political organization 

dedicated to the advancement of Value Engineering through better understanding of t h ~  
principles, methods and concepts involved in Value Engineering. It fosters the spreading of 
the knowledge and the techniques of Value Engineering to the benefit of its members and their 
companies as well as public institutions. 

The organization was founded in October 1977 as the Indian Engineering Society and 
has members spread all over India. 

What is Value Et~gilzeering ? 

Value Engineering is an organized, creative technique directed at analyzing the 
function of a product, service or a system with the purpose of achieving the required functions 
at the lowest over-all cost consistent with all the requirements which comprise its value; such 
as performance, reliability, usability, maintainability, appearance etc. 

Value Engineering is an outstanding means to improve value and reduce costs. 
It offers managers a unique opportunity to increase their profits, improve efficiency, create 
better products and ensure greater customer satisfaction. 

Where can Value Engineering be used ? 

Value Engineering is applicable to all facets of any business or service in any 
environment. It has already been applied with very successful results in industry, civil 
construction, transportation systems, public services, defence, aviation etc. In fact it has even 
been used in the space programmes as a problem solving tool. 

Objectives of the Society. 

The Society has as its goal the promoting of value awarencess, propagation of the 
use of Value Engineering and raising the level of professional competence in this technique. 
To achieve these goals, it has as its objectives : 

* To disseminate knowledge of the techniques of Value Engineering and its allied 
practices and disciplines towards the economic strengthening of our nation; 

* Foster Value Engineering education and training; 

* Enable Members to share and exchange their knowledge of, and experience in, 
the applications of Value Technology; 

* Encourage applied research in the theory and practice of Value Engineering 
techniques; 



Broaden the usefulness and application of Value Technology through co-operation 
with other Engineering, Technical, Professional and business societies; 

Assist in achieving maximum effectiveness in the utilization of resources; 

Facilitate professional recognition and career advancement for its Members. 

"......In India, there is no journal to disseminate the experience of Value Engineering 
and I am very certain that your journal will meet the very pressing need ...... 

"In the last eight years that I have been teaching this subject a t  NITIE, more than 600 
participants have attended the course. In  addition, I have taught this technique t o  over 3CO 
of our Post Graduate students. I hope that many of them have become members of 
INVEST ......" 

-Prof. M. Vasant Rao, 
National Institute for Training in 
Industrial Engineering (NITIE) 
Bombay 



I N V E S T  
Indian Value Engineering Society 

4-B, VANDHNA, I 1 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001 
(Tel. : 43518) 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION@ 
------A 

FIRST NAME M IDDLENAME- 

RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TEL. 

----. 

OFFICE ADDRESS 
- -- 

TEL. 
I --- 

PREFERRED MAILING ADDRESS , E RESIDENCE n OFFICE 
- - - - - - 

JOB TITLE DO YOU USE VE-IN-YOUR-JOB ? 

, 1 I PROFESSIONAL QUALIFIC~TIOFIS I ANY TRAINING OR EXPERIENCE IN-VE- 

SPONSOR( l f  sponsored by Company 

Name Address 

BIRTH DATE 
I 

OTHER-T-ECHNICAL ORGANIZATIOTMEMBERSW 

_ _ -- _______ _ -  
CLASS OF MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 

u CORPORATE INDIVIDUAL MEMBER ASSOCIATE STUDENT 

The undersigned hereby applies for membership in the Indian Value Engineering 
Society (INVEST) and certifies that all statements made in this application are correct, and, if 
accepted to membership, agrees to be governed by the Rules and Regulations of the Society. 
Full payment towards entrance fee and first year dues (together with Rs. 51-extra for 

UN~VER~~TVORTECHN~CALSCHOOLATTENDED DEGREE 

1. 

2. 

3. 

outstation cheques only) which total Rs ................. for a one year membership is enclosed. 

~ERTIFICATE~DXTERECEIVED 

........................ Date. ................................................... 
Applicant's Signature 

ENCLOSE PAYMENT IN  FULL 
MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO 

INDIAN VALUE bNGlNEEKlNG SOCIETY 
N E W  EELHI 

. -- - - -- 

* You may tear off and use this form to become a Member. 



Extract from the Rules and Regulations 
of the Society 

"4. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION : 

The annual subscription for different catagories of membership shall be as follows :- 

Category of Membership 

Member 

Asscciate Member 

Student Member 

Corporate Membership 

Sub-category (a) 

-do- (b) 

-do- (c) 

-do- (d) 

Annual Subscription 

Rs. 501- 

Rs. 401- 

Rs. 101- 

Rs. 1,0001- 

Rs 5001- 

Rs. 2501- 

Rs. 1001- 

applicable to 

companies employing 

over 2500 People 

1000-2500 People 

Less than 1000 People 

Educational/Research/ 

Professional or Similar 
Bodies 

For the purpose of annual subscription the financial year of the Society shall be 
considered to start on 1st January and end on 31st December of the same year. 

4.1 ENTRANCE FEE 

(i) The entrance fee for all categories of membership shall be equal to one full year's 
subscription and shall be paid along with the first subscription. 

(ii) There shall be no entrance fee for promotion from one category of membership to 
another. 

4.1.1 Annual subscription for the first year of Membership shall be as follows :- 

Date of Election 

1st January to 30th June 
1 st July to 3 1 st December 

Subscription for the year 

100%of Annual Subscription 
50% of Annual Subscription 

It  shall be the responsibility of aembers to pay the annual subscription alongwith the 
entrance fees in the first year of membership and before 3 1 st March in the subsequent 
years of membership. 

4.1.2. The entrance fee and annual subscription on first admission shall be paid by the 
members within one month of approval of their application for membership. 



4.1.3. The Governing Body may, at its discretion, waive the payment of entrance fees and 
annual subscriptions in the case of non-profit making educational, research, professional 
or similar institutions." 

For further details please write to  :- 
The Secretary 
Indian Value Engineering Society 
4-B Vandhna 
Tolstoy Marg 
New Delhi- 110001 



C O N T R I B U T I O N S  
I N V I T E D  

Your articles pertaining to Value Engineering and related fields are welcomed 
by the Editor. We would also like to receive news on VE activities in India 
and abroad. 

Manuscripts, double-space typed, should be submitted in duplicate. References, 
charts and diagrams should each be on a separate page. Wherever quotations and 
references are made, please quote the exact source material. 

SUBSCRIPTION TO INVEST JOURNAL 

You may remit a year's subscription to the INVEST Journal (INVAVE) by filling 
the coupon below and sending it with your cheque/draft/M. 0. ( payable to Indian 
Value Engineering Socicly ) to : 

Thc Secretary 
Indian Value Engineering Society 
4-B Vandlma 
Tolstoy Marg 
New DeIhi- 1 1000 1 

Subscription Rates : 
India ........................................ R .  10.00 for single copy; Rs. 30.00 for 4 issues 

............................................ Overseas ( surface mail ). U. S. !$ 8.00 for 4 issues 
( air mail ) .................................................. U. S. $ 15.00 for 4 issues 

( INVEST members will receive the lNVAVE Journal Free ) 

Name : .................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................... Address : 

........................................... I enclose payment of by ........................... No ............... 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  


